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Space for Cycling 

LCC’s 2014 London Elections Campaign: 

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS 

 

We have included a number of common questions in this document to help you answer questions you might get 

asked during the 2014 local elections campaign about LCC or our policy positions. If you find that other questions 

come up, let us know and we can help provide answers and advice. Email activism@lcc.activism@lcc.activism@lcc.activism@lcc.org.ukorg.ukorg.ukorg.uk  

 

YYYYou can find a PDF version of this document and tou can find a PDF version of this document and tou can find a PDF version of this document and tou can find a PDF version of this document and the latest he latest he latest he latest FAQs on our websiteFAQs on our websiteFAQs on our websiteFAQs on our website::::    

www.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activistwww.lcc.org.uk/activist----packpackpackpack    

 

THE LONDON CYCLING CAMPAIGN 
 

• We campaign to make cycling safe and inviting for everyone 

• We have 20 staff, 33 volunteer-led borough groups, 12,000 members and 40,000 supporters 

• We support our members and promote cycling to everyone. 

 

Our vision is to transform our city into a healthier, cleaner and happier place to live, where cycling is a safe, 

convenient and enjoyable transport choice for Londoners of all ages and abilities. To achieve this we lobby 

decision-makers at all levels, presenting them with evidence-based arguments for prioritising bicycle use, which 

include: 

 

• economic benefits for individual and neighbourhoods 

• improvements to public health 

• reduced road danger  

• less motor traffic congestion 

• zero CO2 emissions 

• reduced air pollution
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SPACE FOR CYCLING CAMPAIGN 
 

What isWhat isWhat isWhat is    thethethethe    ‘‘‘‘Space for CSpace for CSpace for CSpace for Cycling’ycling’ycling’ycling’    campaigncampaigncampaigncampaign????    

 

'Space for Cycling' as a campaign was created by the LCC in the summer of 2013 in response to the anger and 

frustration at the continued cyclist fatalities on London's streets. It has inspired similar campaigns in a growing 

number of cities such as Bristol, Newcastle, Sheffield and Manchester, all of which have local elections in May. 

 

In essence, our six individual 'Space for Cycling' campaign themes call for: 

 

• protected space for cycling on main roads, including segregated tracks and cyclist-specific traffic lights 

• reduced risk to cycling on minor roads, such as removing through motor traffic and 20mph speed limits. 

 

The local elections on 22 May 2014 are a crucial opportunity to influence the way our neighbourhood streets are 

designed to make them safe for cycling and walking. The ‘Space for Cycling’ campaign will continue through to 

2014, when we and our supporters will pressure every councillor and local election candidate to make our local 

streets safe and inviting for everyone to cycle. 

    

Why have you only got 6 campaign policy areas?Why have you only got 6 campaign policy areas?Why have you only got 6 campaign policy areas?Why have you only got 6 campaign policy areas?    

 

The 6 policy 'themes' were agreed over a consultation period of over 12 months with our elected policy forum 

made up of LCC members and infrastructure experts. They are the 6 areas which we feel are most important for 

local politicians to use their powers to make neighbourhoods safe and inviting for everyone to cycle. The six 

themes are: 

 

1. Safer Routes for schoolchildren 

2. Areas without through motor traffic 

3. Protected space on main roads/major junctions 

4. Safe cycle routes via parks and canals  

5. 20mph speed limits 

6. Liveable town centres 

 

You can read more about them here: http://lcc.org.uk/articles/looking-ahead-2014-local-elections-

campaign.You'll probably find that many issues in terms of making cycling safer will fall under one of these broad 

themes. 

    

How did you decide theHow did you decide theHow did you decide theHow did you decide the    ‘‘‘‘ward askward askward askward asks’s’s’s’????    

 

The ‘ward asks’ were decided and ratified by our network of local groups in every London Borough. LCC 

members, supporters and members of the public were invited to participate in a survey in December 2013 which 

asked about the barriers to cycling in their local area, specifically in relation to our six policy themes. The results 

of the survey were used, alongside the expertise from our local activists to develop appropriate campaign 

demands (in line with our six policy themes) for each ward across London. LCC members were invited to get 

involved in the discussion via their local groups. 

    

Why are you targeting Why are you targeting Why are you targeting Why are you targeting council council council council candidates?candidates?candidates?candidates?    

    

Local councillors have control of 90% of London’s roads; therefore they have a great deal of influence over road 

designs and cycling infrastructure. LCC believe that by targeting all prospective candidates ahead of the London 

local elections in May 2014, we will put cycling on top of the local political agenda. By creating a list of specific 

demands for candidates to agree to - i.e., one key demand per ward - those who are then elected can be held to 

account for any promises made. This in turn will be woven into a coherent London-wide story that holds the 

Mayor to account for his election promises on cycling. 
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Is your campaign only about cycling?Is your campaign only about cycling?Is your campaign only about cycling?Is your campaign only about cycling?    

 

People who travel on foot have suffered greatly from decades of motor-centric transport policies. We favour a 

much greater emphasis on encouraging cycling and walking in the capital. This is a sensible route to creating a 

safer, cleaner, healthier and more liveable city for everyone. In fact, by doing things like removing rat runs and 

reducing speed limits our streets will be safer not only for cycling but for pedestrians and motorists too. 

    

LCC advocates Dutch standards for cycling infrastructure LCC advocates Dutch standards for cycling infrastructure LCC advocates Dutch standards for cycling infrastructure LCC advocates Dutch standards for cycling infrastructure ----    can London really be like Holland?can London really be like Holland?can London really be like Holland?can London really be like Holland?    

    

Yes, London can do it. The Netherlands once had streets that were unfriendly to cyclists. They turned this around 

over many years by consistent investment in high-quality cycling infrastructure. Other cities in Europe and North 

America have also shown how investment in cycling can work. For example, Copenhagen only started on its 

cycling programme in the 1980s, and has now reached a stage where 30% of journeys are by bike. Seville started 

to introduce cycle tracks and hire bikes in 2007, and now cycling there rose from almost nothing to 7% of 

journeys, which is more than double that in London. The key point is that whatever specific solutions we adapt to 

London’s circumstances, we need to learn from the experience of Dutch and other decision-makers who made 

sure that in Holland, and other countries, cycling is a safe, convenient and attractive transport choice for people 

of all ages and abilities. 

 

Aren't London’s streets too narrow for DutchAren't London’s streets too narrow for DutchAren't London’s streets too narrow for DutchAren't London’s streets too narrow for Dutch----style infrastructure?style infrastructure?style infrastructure?style infrastructure?    

 

No, they're not. When Amsterdam politicians visit London, they sometimes say they wish they had as much space 

to work with as we do here. In London, as in Holland, some streets are narrow whereas some are wide. There are 

treatments that can make narrow streets safer and more pleasant for cycling and walking – such as lower speed 

limits and restricted access to motor traffic. For wider distributor roads, of which there are hundreds of miles in 

London, and at major junctions, there's often plenty of space for high-quality cycling facilities. 

 

Is your cIs your cIs your cIs your campaign just about segregated bike lanes?ampaign just about segregated bike lanes?ampaign just about segregated bike lanes?ampaign just about segregated bike lanes?    

 

Absolutely not! Different streets require different solutions (as is the case on in the Netherlands or Denmark). 

High-quality bike lanes are likely to be the solution on many main roads, while others might benefit more from 

having motor traffic reduced, removed or calmed. Our six policy themes cover the range of measures that can be 

taken to create safe space for cycling on all London’s streets. 

    

IIIIs s s s it it it it realistic to have cycle tracks on all main roadsrealistic to have cycle tracks on all main roadsrealistic to have cycle tracks on all main roadsrealistic to have cycle tracks on all main roads????    

 

The Dutch use a range of measures, not just cycle tracks, to improve cyclist safety but crucially they address the 

needs of cyclists on all main roads and in particular prioritise cycling (and walking) at junctions. We’re calling for 

a range of measures with our Space for Cycling campaign that would help to make our streets safer for cycling. 

Measures used in Holland include two-stage crossings at traffic lights, mandatory bike lanes that motorists can't 

enter, and advisory lanes, which motorists can enter if necessary. We’re also calling for a reduction in speed limits 

and restrictions for through motor traffic on some roads for example. 

 

Won't highWon't highWon't highWon't high----quality infrastructure cost too much money?quality infrastructure cost too much money?quality infrastructure cost too much money?quality infrastructure cost too much money?    

 

Investing in cycling is the most cost-efficient way to increase mobility and trip choices. For example, it's cheaper 

than building and subsidising tubes and buses, and much cheaper than building more and wider roads. By 

enabling more Londoners to cycle, we ease pressure on public transport and the road network. If cycling in 

London reached the levels seen in Dutch cities, it would account for more journeys than either the bus or the 

tube. 

 

Also, London is a city that is constantly being rebuilt. Every year hundreds of junctions and streets, large and 

small, all over the city are redesigned, but cycling is often neglected. If making cycling safe and comfortable was 

included in all designs, it wouldn’t take long to transform the city. 
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But not many people want to cycle in London?But not many people want to cycle in London?But not many people want to cycle in London?But not many people want to cycle in London?    

    

In surveys nearly a third of Londoners have said they want to cycle or want to cycle more, but are reluctant to do 

so. The most common reason given for not cycling is fear of motor traffic. The number of people who say they 

want to cycle is ten times higher than the current 2-3% share of journeys across all of Greater London that are 

made by bike. There is no reason to think that people in London are different to people in places like the 

Netherlands, Copenhagen, Seville and so on, who have taken to the bike because of good cycling provision. In 

Holland 80% of people chose to cycle for at least some of their journeys – in the long term we can get near to that 

figure in London too. Lack of demand is not something we need to worry about in the immediate future. 

 

In the areas where the conditions for cycling are best, such as pockets of Hackney and Islington, there are already 

15-20% of residents cycling to work. The same could easily be achieved (and exceeded) elsewhere if all streets 

were made cycling-friendly. 

    

WhatWhatWhatWhat’s your view on the’s your view on the’s your view on the’s your view on the    Cycle SuperhigCycle SuperhigCycle SuperhigCycle Superhighways?hways?hways?hways?    

 

We support the principle of providing safe and convenient routes along large streets, which might be particularly 

beneficial to commuters, but also for local journeys. However, in many places the Cycle Superhighways are not 

good enough to encourage new cyclists or even keep experienced cyclists safe. All junctions on the existing 

Superhighway routes need to be made safe to continental standards. The Mayor has already agreed to carry out a 

review of these junctions, which must lead to real and urgent changes to Superhighways designs. 

    

Won’t change take a very long time?Won’t change take a very long time?Won’t change take a very long time?Won’t change take a very long time?    

    

London is constantly evolving with parts of it being rebuilt all the time, so it wouldn't take that long for a decision 

to prioritise cycling to have real impact. Cities like Copenhagen and Amsterdam have been doing this for several 

decades now, and many of their streets are unrecognisable to those from the 1970s and 1980s. But yes, we need a 

consistent and ambitious programme that will last many years. That’s why we need London’s politicians to make 

big changes now continue to build on them in the future. 

    

Won’t this cause congestion and slow down my car trip to work/school?Won’t this cause congestion and slow down my car trip to work/school?Won’t this cause congestion and slow down my car trip to work/school?Won’t this cause congestion and slow down my car trip to work/school?    

Increasing the space made available for cycling increases the capacity of the street network for many more trips, 

which provides a positive benefit for all road users. Giving priority to cycling encourages people to switch from 

motorised transport (and public transport too) freeing up space on the road network. Besides, many people find 

that cycling is often the quickest way to make local journeys. 

 

WWWWill it be safe for my young children to cycle, or for my grandparents?ill it be safe for my young children to cycle, or for my grandparents?ill it be safe for my young children to cycle, or for my grandparents?ill it be safe for my young children to cycle, or for my grandparents?    

 

Cycling infrastructure that's designed to continental-standards typically attracts a wide cross-section of users. In 

the Netherlands, half of trips to primary schools are made by bicycle. The proportion of secondary-age children 

cycling to school is even higher. Many older people also cycle in the Netherlands, far in excess of the numbers 

that do in the UK. Age is not a barrier to cycling as long as the environment is safe and inviting. 

 

Not many people cycle Not many people cycle Not many people cycle Not many people cycle in my areain my areain my areain my area, what's the justification for spending this money?, what's the justification for spending this money?, what's the justification for spending this money?, what's the justification for spending this money?  

 

With a rapidly growing population (one million more Londoners expected in the next decade) London’s 

transport system will become increasingly unpleasant and unusable unless a far greater number of us cycle. 

Public transport and road systems already struggle to cope with numbers at peak times. One third of Londoners 

say they’d like to cycle if conditions were improved. The cost of improved cycling conditions is a fraction of what 

would have to be spent on new tube or rail lines so investing in cycling is cost effective. It is also beneficial in 

terms of people’s health and reduced pollution.  
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Why should we lose car parking spaces and/or create traffic jams by Why should we lose car parking spaces and/or create traffic jams by Why should we lose car parking spaces and/or create traffic jams by Why should we lose car parking spaces and/or create traffic jams by reallocatingreallocatingreallocatingreallocating    roadroadroadroad    space space space space to to to to cyclcyclcyclcyclinginginging????  

 

If good cycling facilities are provided, people can switch from using cars to bicycles thereby reducing traffic jams 

and easing demand on car parking. Some London cyclists chose to save on the expense of running a car by using 

car-share vehicles for their motoring needs. In countries where cycling is popular, such as the Netherlands, more 

than a quarter of journeys are made by bike. In the London borough of Hackney 15% of people already ride their 

bikes to work. If cycling conditions were improved, then other boroughs could see similar cycling levels, and less 

motor traffic congestion.     

 

 

COMPLAINTS ABOUT CYCLISTS 
    

What is LCC doing about those cyclists What is LCC doing about those cyclists What is LCC doing about those cyclists What is LCC doing about those cyclists that that that that break the law by running through red lights or not stoppingbreak the law by running through red lights or not stoppingbreak the law by running through red lights or not stoppingbreak the law by running through red lights or not stopping    at at at at 

pedestrian crossings pedestrian crossings pedestrian crossings pedestrian crossings etc.etc.etc.etc.???? 

 

We calls on all road users, whether motorists or cyclists, to abide by the law. Unfortunately cyclists are frequently 

singled out for ignoring traffic laws, such as going through red lights, when other road users such as motorists 

also ignore traffic signals, exceed speed limits, use mobile phones while driving, and do other things that cause 

significantly greater risk or harm to other road users, particularly pedestrians. The law needs to be applied fairly, 

with particular emphasis on enforcement where people are presenting danger of death or serious injury to 

others (as opposed to themselves) – for example, by driving above the speed limit or driving. 

 

Sometimes cyclists ignore red lights when there is an 'all-green' pedestrian phase, to avoid collisions with motor 

vehicles, especially ones making turns/changing lanes. We accept this is against the law, and can intimidate 

pedestrians, and very occasionally results in collisions. We believe that creating safer junctions for cycling will 

encourage people on bikes to respect the law. 

 

Wouldn’t all the cycling deaths and injuries be prevented if cyclists stopped going through red lights? Wouldn’t all the cycling deaths and injuries be prevented if cyclists stopped going through red lights? Wouldn’t all the cycling deaths and injuries be prevented if cyclists stopped going through red lights? Wouldn’t all the cycling deaths and injuries be prevented if cyclists stopped going through red lights?     

 

No. Illegal behaviour by cyclists is only a factor in around 4% of cyclist collisions. The largest cause of collisions is 

dangerous or careless behaviour by people driving fast or heavy vehicles. These are the types of injury most likely 

to result in serious injury, rather than annoying or anti-social behaviour by people on bicycles. Robust 

Metropolitan Police and Transport for London evidence shows that fault in two-thirds of cycling-motor vehicle 

collisions in Greater London are attributed to the driver. 

 

WhWhWhWhy should we build cycly should we build cycly should we build cycly should we build cycle lanes when there’s e lanes when there’s e lanes when there’s e lanes when there’s aggressive behaviour by cyclists?aggressive behaviour by cyclists?aggressive behaviour by cyclists?aggressive behaviour by cyclists?    

    

Aggressive behaviour from all road users, including people on bicycles is distressing, particularly to the young 

and old. Indeed, bad cycling is often distressing and intimidating to other cyclists. We encourage all cyclists to 

show respect to all other road users and our campaigns are focused on creating a better London for people to 

cycle in. 

 

Fortunately, the number of genuinely aggressive cyclists is tiny (reflecting Londoners as a whole), while the 

number of inconsiderate ones is also in a minority (again, reflecting London’s population). However, there are 

some who think it’s acceptable to blame all people who ride bicycles for the aggressive actions of a minority. We 

think is extremely unfair, and can never be an excuse for not providing safe cycling facilities. It’s notable that this 

principle is rarely extended to people in cars. For example, if a drink driver kills a child, the media would never 

attack all drivers. However, if a cyclist were to run over a pedestrian, then some sections of the media would 

attack cyclists as a group. We reject the notion that cyclists are a homogenous group and somehow share the 

blame for each other’s actions. 

 

We support initiatives such as our Good Cycling Code, which promote considerate cycling: 

www.lcc.org.uk/articles/good-cycling-code.  
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Does LCC condone cycling on pavements?Does LCC condone cycling on pavements?Does LCC condone cycling on pavements?Does LCC condone cycling on pavements?    

 

We encourage all cyclists to obey the law. There are many areas of shared footway in Greater London where it’s 

legal to cycle, and we encourage people on bikes using these to respect pedestrians and ride safely in their 

vicinity by slowing down and giving people plenty of space. Many pedestrians are not aware a section of 

pavement may be shared-space, and cyclists should ride carefully at all times. 

 

Some cyclists choose to cycle on the footway rather than the road even where it’s illegal. Most who do this ride in 

a way that does not endanger pedestrians, in order to stay away from motor traffic. A minority ride of those who 

cycle on pavements ride recklessly, intimidating pedestrians, particularly the elderly, young and infirm. In all 

cases, riding on the pavement illegally is anti-social, even when it is done to avoid a street that’s intimidating or 

dangerous. We advise in these situations it is better to walk along the footway and re-join the roadway as soon as 

the conditions are safe.  

 

“Cyclists don’t pay road tax”“Cyclists don’t pay road tax”“Cyclists don’t pay road tax”“Cyclists don’t pay road tax”    

 

Road tax doesn't exist as it was abolished in 1937. Roads are paid for via general and local taxation, so all 

taxpayers pay for the roads whether they drive or not. Vehicle owners pay car tax (Vehicle Excise Duty) which is 

based on the amount of CO2 emitted from their vehicles. As cyclists do not emit any CO2 emissions, they do not 

have to pay Vehicle Excise Duty (VED) tax on their bikes. Many cyclists are also car-owners too, so already pay 

VED, and some motorists don’t pay VED due to running electric cars, vintage cars, and so on. 

 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE 
 

Is there any guidance for designing cycle facilities?Is there any guidance for designing cycle facilities?Is there any guidance for designing cycle facilities?Is there any guidance for designing cycle facilities?    

 

There are two current documents on which cycle facility design should be based, but we anticipate the 

publication of a new version of the London Cycle Design Standards very shortly- this is expected to include 

significant changes taking account of continental best practice. :  

 

• The London Cycling Design Standards (LCDS) – old version 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/businessandpartners/publications/2766.aspx 

• Manual for Streets published by the Department for Transport (DT) 

http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/sustainable/manforstreets/ 

 

Sometimes local authorities have their own guidance as well. 

 

• The Cambridge Cycling Campaign have an excellent document on cycle parking standards: 

http://www.camcycle.org.uk/resources/cycleparking/guide/ 

    

What is ‘safe and inviting’ cycling?What is ‘safe and inviting’ cycling?What is ‘safe and inviting’ cycling?What is ‘safe and inviting’ cycling?    

 

Our vision is of a London that is ‘safe and inviting’ for cycling. ‘Safe and inviting’ means not having to share space 

with high speed (over 20mph) or high volume (over 2,000 Passenger Car Units per day (a lorry counts as 2 PCUs) 

motor traffic. A core network should be prioritised, forming a dense and direct system of safe and inviting cycle 

routes to key destinations. Safe and inviting cycling conditions should also be mainstreamed into other transport 

or streetscape schemes across London. All engineering solutions should be based on international best practice, 

and will vary; for example, restricting through motor traffic in residential streets, or creating high quality 

protected cycle lanes or tracks on busy distributor roads.   
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What is ‘protWhat is ‘protWhat is ‘protWhat is ‘protected space for cycling’ and when do we need it? ected space for cycling’ and when do we need it? ected space for cycling’ and when do we need it? ected space for cycling’ and when do we need it?  
 

 ‘Protected’ is defined in more detail in the Policy Forum document (http://goo.gl/Z00mMY). LCC's preferred 

forms of protected space for cycling are cycle lanes and tracks that are physically separated from motor traffic 

(e.g. by kerb or through 'semi-segregated' means such as planters – see picture above right, Royal College Street in 

Camden). LCC's policies on when we need Protected Space (passed at the 2013 AGM) can be viewed here - 

http://lcc.org.uk/articles/we-define-what-motor-traffic-speeds-and-volumes-are-acceptable-for-mass-cycling-and-

what-solutions-can-tackle-problem-streets  

 

All such infrastructure must be built to the highest quality (Dutch) standards, in particular, protected space for 

cycling must minimise junction conflicts without creating a time penalty for cyclists. LCC members voted to 

support a  motion at the 2013 AGM stating that London’s cycle network should not be designed in such a way as 

to create a two-tier network, one that trades safety against convenience; rather uniformity of provision should 

make all areas suitable for everyone 

For more detailed information please see here: http://lcc.org.uk/articles/how-lcc-policy-on-maximum-speeds-

and-volumes-of-motor-traffic-can-be-used-by-local-cycling-campaigners  

 

 

HELMETS, HIGH VIS & RIDING RESPONSIBLY 
 

Why doesn’t the LCC Why doesn’t the LCC Why doesn’t the LCC Why doesn’t the LCC campaign for compulsory wearing of helmets?campaign for compulsory wearing of helmets?campaign for compulsory wearing of helmets?campaign for compulsory wearing of helmets?    

 

LCC believes cyclists should be able to choose whether to wear a helmet or not. We strongly oppose making the 

wearing of cycle helmets compulsory, lobbying instead for positive efforts to reduce the road danger in the first 

place. Where this has happened – e.g. in the Netherlands – cycling is very safe and helmet-wearing is very rare. 

Making cycle helmet wearing compulsory is unfortunately often presented as a substitute for taking concrete 

measures to reduce road danger; which comes about by improving street design and reducing speed limits etc.  

 

Furthermore, the danger of incurring a head injury while cycling normally (as opposed to racing, for instance, or 

mountain biking) is frequently overstated; plus there is much evidence that compulsory helmet regulations 

decrease cycling rates without leading to a clear reduction in casualty rates. 

 

There is also good evidence that the impact on public health arising from the reduced levels of cycling that 

helmet compulsion causes (e.g. the health impacts from greater inactivity) outweigh gains from claimed 

reductions in casualties. There is also evidence that helmet wearing can tempt cyclists to decrease their risk 

avoidance. We also oppose attempts to introduce compulsory laws 'by the back door' by only provisioning them 

for children – which in any case will divert scarce police resources to enforce and will only lead to fewer children 

cycling. 

 

The most effective way to make cycling safe is politicians to urgently address the poor design of London’s streets 

and junctions, excessive motor speeds and other offences, that every day put hundreds of thousands of London 

cyclists in danger. 

 

Should Should Should Should highhighhighhigh----visvisvisvis    clothing clothing clothing clothing be compulsory for cycling in London?be compulsory for cycling in London?be compulsory for cycling in London?be compulsory for cycling in London?    

 

Wearing brighter clothing can be part of safer cycling, and can help make cyclists more visible to other road 

users. However, we believe that motorists have a duty to look out for cyclists on the road, which means driving at 

a reasonable speed that allows vigilance. A cyclist wearing any type of clothing during the day, and riding with 

lights at night should be easily visible if motorists are paying proper attention.  

 

Cyclists are legally entitled to wear normal clothing just like any other road user, and motorists should expect 

cyclists to be wearing suits, waterproof jackets, or T-shirts, any of which might or might not be dark clothing.  
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High-vis and helmets are frequently seen as substitutes for taking effective measures to reduce road danger. What 

we need to see to protect cyclists is improvements to street design, by providing protected space, reducing 

speeds, and so on.  

 

Is there any general advice about how to cycle safely?Is there any general advice about how to cycle safely?Is there any general advice about how to cycle safely?Is there any general advice about how to cycle safely?    

    

Cycling in London can be great fun, good for the environment, and great for health, as well as getting you about 

the city quickly. However, busy roads can be intimidating to some cyclists so LCC has produced advice on riding 

responsibly and assertively in London.  

 

This advice can be found here: http://lcc.org.uk/pages/safer-cycling-on-the-roads.  These pages include 

information on checking that your bike is safe to ride, accessing cycle training, tips on minimising the risk of 

cycling on London’s busy roads, and details of where to ride. 

 

Another way to gain confidence is to attend an LCC free guided ride organised by LCCs local groups – 

http://lcc.org.uk/events.We would also encourage people to make use of free or subsidised cycle training offered 

by their Local Borough Council.  

 

Cycle routesCycle routesCycle routesCycle routes    

 

LCC’s website links to a very useful cycle route planner which offers a choice of faster or more pleasant routes. 

There are many cycle routes through London, many of them signposted. Transport for London produce cycling 

maps covering all of London, which can be picked up in bike shops or ordered via their website: 

http://www.tfl.gov.uk/roadusers/cycling/11682.aspx.  

 

Cycle SecurityCycle SecurityCycle SecurityCycle Security    

 

Cycle theft is an issue in London and you will need to make sure you lock your bike to something secure. Some 

tips on bike security can be found here: http://lcc.org.uk/articles/cycle-security-lock-it-or-lose-it. 

 

Buying a bike that is stolen can put you at personal risk and can encourage more cycle theft – there are tips on 

how not to buy as stolen bike here - http://lcc.org.uk/articles/how-to-avoid-buying-a-stolen-bike 

    

Cycling to schoolCycling to schoolCycling to schoolCycling to school    

 

We believe that cycle training (or ‘Bikeability’) should be on the national curriculum as a core life-skill (like 

swimming). Increasingly schools are promoting cycling for children over 9 years old according to the 

Government’s ‘Travelling to school’ action plan. By cycling to school, children and parents are taking daily 

exercise. This has both immediate benefits, as children will be more alert for the day ahead, and long term 

benefits as both parents and children become healthier. 

 

Whilst cycling to and from school children are able to socialise with other children who live locally and form 

connections within their community. Studies have shown that the heavy traffic around schools when parents are 

dropping off and collecting children makes them especially dangerous for all students including those being 

delivered by car. By leaving the car at home you will help improve the safety of roads around schools, as well as 

reducing traffic congestion and pollution. 

 

Contact your school to find out if they have a staff member liaising with the local council on their school travel 

plan. If they don't, have a look at our information on making your school better for cycling to see how you can 

encourage them to improve facilities. 
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BENEFITS OF CYCLING 
 

More cycling brings all sorts of benefits to the individual and society: 

    

• ‘A cycling city is a civilised city’ – is a line used by Mayor Boris Johnson and earlier by LCC CEO Koy 

Thomson.  It highlights the fact that increased cycling levels can benefit the whole community by making  

town centres more ‘liveable.’ Motor centric design has blighted parts of London like Elephant and Castle 

or Swiss Cottage.  By contrast cities like Amsterdam and Cambridge are magnets for tourists and for 

commerce precisely because they are more cycle friendly and simultaneously more people friendly.      

 

• As the Dutch and Danes have found increased cycling can generate economic as well as environmental 

benefits. Cyclists typically spend as much as motorists though their spending is spread over more trips 

and often benefits the local high street. In Kingston a survey showed cyclists and pedestrians were the 

biggest spenders over a period of a week.   

 

• Investing in cycling is cost-effective. Cycle facilities cost a fraction of the new underground and rail 

infrastructure and bikes offer riders a door to door journey. Not everyone wants to cycle but if the 

quarter of Londoners who say they want to do so had that opportunity congestion would fall and 

demand for car parking would ease. You can park ten bikes in the space of one car. 

 

• Carbon dioxide emissions caused by the burning of fossil fuels is the contributor to climate change, and 

encouraging cycling is a cost-effective means of helping to achieve CO2 reduction targets. 

 

• Switching to cycling reduces air pollution. London has some of the highest rates of particulate air 

pollution in Europe, caused by fine particles contained in motor vehicle exhausts and created by brakes, 

among other sources. Air pollution is estimated to cause over 4000 premature deaths per year in the 

city. 

 

• Cycles are less noisy than motor vehicles. Noise pollution has a severely detrimental effect on quality of 

life. 

 

• Encouraging cycling has immediate health brings quick health benefits to the individual as well as long 

term savings to society from reduced healthcare costs. 

 

• Increasing the amount of regular exercise – even short but regular amounts of times cycling at an easy 

pace - gives substantial and long-lasting health benefits, including measurable reductions in heart 

disease, cancer, diabetes, and other serious diseases. 

 

• Despite the small risk of collisions, the health benefits of cycling outweigh the risks by a factor of 20. 

 

• Replacing other travel modes with cycling enables more exercise achievable within a person's daily 

routine. This is crucial as the current transport regime has helped produce an obesity crisis costing 

London £1 billion per year. 

 

 

OTHER LCC POLICY AREAS 

 

Public TransportPublic TransportPublic TransportPublic Transport    

 

The combination of bicycle and rail is quicker than anything else for longer trips. It is a good example of efficient 

and sustainable integrated transport. 

 

To make best use of off-peak, public transport capacity, rail rolling stock needs to be designed for people wishing 

to travel part of their journey by bike and part by train, Tube, Docklands Light Railway, Crossrail, or tram.  
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Where replacement buses are used, these should carry bicycles. Access to stations should also be made cycle-

friendly by providing larger lifts, well-designed stairs, wheeling ramps on stairs, and so on. 

    

Removing oneRemoving oneRemoving oneRemoving one----way systems (Gyratories)way systems (Gyratories)way systems (Gyratories)way systems (Gyratories)    

 

One-way systems, or gyratories, are dinosaurs of urban planning. They have wrecked communities by 

encouraging fast-moving traffic into streets where people are supposed to feel comfortable walking and cycling. 

As well as being a visual blight, they often physically divide and fragment communities by being too dangerous, 

inconvenient or intimidating to cross.    

 

Motorway-style junctions and multi-lane one-way systems have no place in areas where we live, shop and work. 

Some transport planners have come around to this way of thinking, but progress is slow, and many schemes that 

replace one-way systems are still thoroughly car-centric.  Planning methods which prioritise motor vehicle 

capacity are not fit for purpose in urban areas. There is a need to reduce capacity in order to encourage cycling 

and walking as quickest, most efficient and sustainable ways of moving people around the city. 

    

Permeability and direct journeysPermeability and direct journeysPermeability and direct journeysPermeability and direct journeys    

    

As well as creating multiple lanes of fast-moving traffic, one-way systems block direct routes for cyclists. An 

essential catalyst for promoting cycling is the complete opposite; making journeys by bike advantageous over 

those by car. LCC support ‘filtered permeability’ in local areas by means of installing ‘modal filters’; points that 

cyclists and pedestrians can pass, but not people in cars. People’s fear of road danger starts on their doorsteps, 

and we want people to be able to feel safe in their own areas. We also support returning all roundabouts to 

proper crossroads, and local one-way systems to two-way, or at the least to have cycle contraflows. 

    

Cycle LanesCycle LanesCycle LanesCycle Lanes    

 

Cycle lanes are the painted lines, usually to the edge of the road, designed to give cyclists dedicated space on 

streets. They can help cyclists bypass queuing motor traffic and are routinely provided as lead-in lanes to 

Advanced Stop Line (ASL) boxes at traffic lights. However, their effectiveness is disputed, as they imply cyclist 

should be positioned to the kerbside of streets, not in the primary position advocated by Bikeability and other 

contemporary cycle training courses. It is widely recognised that there are much more important measures to be 

undertaken to reduce road danger cycling, such as junction improvements. Whenever cycle lanes are 

implemented, they should be at least 2 metres wide. 

 

Cycle TracksCycle TracksCycle TracksCycle Tracks    

 

Cycle tracks and cycle paths are routes on designated space, physically separated from motor traffic, either 

beside a road or though parkland. They can provide the least stressful cycling experience, and provide a high 

degree of subjective safety, where the cyclist feels safe. Too often in London these are implemented poorly, with 

broken sections of track, losing priority at junctions and entrances to premises, and using narrow lanes 

unsuitable for cyclists overtaking or large volumes of cycle traffic. We support the implementation of cycle tracks 

when speeds and volumes of motor traffic are high, on streets such as Old Kent Road or the Embankment. 

Segregated tracks can persuade Londoners to cycle on busy streets.  

 

Reducing HGV dangerReducing HGV dangerReducing HGV dangerReducing HGV danger    

 

We've made improving lorry safety a priority through our ‘No More Lethal Lorries’ campaign. Lorries are 

involved in over half of cyclist fatalities in London, even though they make up only 5% of traffic. They are 

involved in many more serious injury crashes involving cyclists and pedestrians. 

 

We support changing the safety culture of the transport industry by awareness training for lorry drivers, more 

driver responsibility, safer lorry design, better operational practices by lorry operators. We also support 

measures aimed at reducing lorry movements in London, by use of consolidation depots and restricted hours for 

categories of lorries. 
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Cyclists and BuCyclists and BuCyclists and BuCyclists and Busessessesses    

    

Buses are crucial for transport in London providing 61% of public transport journey stages. The 250 kilometres of 

bus lanes in London provide a useful benefit for cyclists providing limited protection from private motor traffic. 

Most bus lanes are also used by taxis and motorcycles which reduces their appeal. But many bus lanes stop and 

start and don't provide protected space at junctions; many are only in force for certain hours in the day. 

 

For cyclists bus lane width is critical. Bus lanes of 4 metres or wider allow buses to overtake cycles and cycles to 

overtake buses without leaving the lane. Lanes wider than 3.1 metres but less than 4 metres should be opposed as 

they create a hazard as buses pull in and out of stops. Cyclists are squeezed if they try to overtake and buses 

squeeze past cyclists between stops. On low frequency routes bus lanes less than 3.1 metres are better as they 

require considered overtaking by moving out of the lane to get past. 

    

Motorcycles in bus lanesMotorcycles in bus lanesMotorcycles in bus lanesMotorcycles in bus lanes    

 

Allowing motorcycles into bus lanes, which previously often offered better protection for cyclists despite the 

close proximity of buses, has been proven to increase the casualty risk to motorcyclists. There are also serious 

doubts as to the safety implications for cyclists. Thankfully, there are still relatively few collisions between 

motorbikes and cyclists (as compared, say, to collisions with HGVs). Nevertheless the overall risk of injury 

appears to be higher for cyclists where motorbikes share the bus lane.  

 

There are a number ofThere are a number ofThere are a number ofThere are a number of    furtherfurtherfurtherfurther    FAQs on our website, covering:FAQs on our website, covering:FAQs on our website, covering:FAQs on our website, covering:    

 

• Buying a bike and other kit 

• Safer cycling on the roads 

• Insurance and crashes 

• Bike theft and parking 

• Bike maintenance 

• Cycling and the workplace 

• Family and school cycling 

• Sport cycling 

• Stricter liability 

• Road danger reduction 

 

 

 

There is more information on our website, please go to: http://lcc.org.uk/pages/faqs  
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